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 Why performance incentives

 Performance relative to the Plan

 Focus on achieving goals: benefits and value

 History of MA performance incentives

 Example: 2016-2018 performance incentive mechanism

 2016-2018 performance incentive values

 Consultant recommendation for 2019-2021 goals framework 
and performance incentive mechanism

 PA proposal for 2019-2021 performance incentive mechanism

 Performance incentives were not addressed during the 
workshop process or for April 30 Draft Plan – PI intended to 
be addressed as part of ongoing planning process and at 
August EEAC meeting
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Outline



 Performance incentives can be very effective in 
encouraging achievement of goals and objectives

 Performance incentives have been effective in 
encouraging energy efficiency in MA for decades

 Performance incentives are an extremely 
important part of the Plan 
 Design of the performance incentive mechanism and 

the level of the performance incentive are both crucial 
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Why performance incentives?



 Trying to do two things:
1. Plan ambitious and achievable goals

2. Achieve ambitious goals

 MA planning approach and performance incentive 
mechanism have features intended to do both
 Setting of the goals in the Plan, including PI and level of PI

 Encouraging achievement of the goals using the 
performance incentive mechanism

 Performance is relative to the Plan, and therefore PI 
$ earned depends on performance relative to Plan
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Performance and performance 
incentives relative to the Plan



Current performance incentives in MA are focused 
on achieving two main goals:

1. Achieving higher savings and benefits ($), in line 
with achieving all cost-effective energy efficiency
 Electric energy, capacity, natural gas, oil, propane, water, 

emissions, and non-energy impacts – all rolled up into 
statewide benefits in $

2. Achieving the savings and benefits cost-efficiently, 
to maximize value

 Net benefits (benefits minus the cost to achieve the benefits)
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Existing performance incentives 
focused on achieving two goals



“Savings” 
Component

Goal: Maximize savings and benefits

(total benefits in $) 

Rewards PAs for acquiring additional lifetime energy and demand 
savings and project-associated other energy and non-energy benefits

61.5% of design level performance incentive 

“Value” 
Component

Goal: Maximize value and net benefits  

(total benefits minus total costs)

Rewards PAs for seeking additional cost-effective savings and non-
energy benefits, and doing so cost-efficiently

38.5% of design level performance incentive
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The 2016-2018 Performance Incentive 
Mechanism: Two Components



Plan PI Design PI Earnings Lifetime Savings Benefits ($)

2010-
2012
(Plan)

Benefits
Value
PI Metrics

Elec: $65M
Gas: $14M
Total: $79M

Elec: 30,158 GWH
Gas: 83,910,666

MMBTU

Elec: $5.0 billion
Gas: $1.0 billion
Total: $5.9 billion

2010-
2012
(Eval)

Benefits
Value
PI Metrics

Elec: $63M
Gas: $14M
Total: $76M

Elec: 28,541 GWH
Gas: 69,422,774

MMBTU

Elec: $4.6 billion
Gas: $0.9 billion
Total: $5.5 billion

2013-
2015
(Plan)

Benefits
Value

Elec: $80M
Gas: $16M
Total: $96M

Elec: 40,279 GWH
Gas: 93,720,289

MMBTU

Elec: $7.0 billion
Gas: $1.4 billion
Total: $8.4 billion

2013-
2015
(Eval)

Benefits
Value

Elec: $89M
Gas: $19M
Total: $107M

Elec: 43,225 GWH
Gas: 104,289,664

MMBTU

Elec: $7.7 billion
Gas: $1.6 billion
Total: $9.3 billion

2016-
2018
(Plan)

Benefits
Value

Elec: $100M
Gas: $18M
Total: $118M

Elec: 40,484 GWH
Gas: 114,921,138

MMBTU

Elec: $6.2 billion
Gas: $1.6 billion
Total: $7.8 billion
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History of Performance Incentives

Note: Earlier performance incentive mechanisms included a third component – performance metrics –
developed for goals that were not adequately addressed in the “savings” or “value” components



• The statewide design level PI pool is determined during the planning process
• 2016-2018: PI is 5.5% and 2.8% of total electric & gas PA costs, respectively
• These amounts are pre-tax 

PI Pool

• The pool is divided by planned statewide benefits and net benefits to calculate 
payout rates (amount to be paid per unit of benefit or net benefit)

• PI allocated to each individual PA based on its proportion of planned benefits and 
net benefits

PA Allocation

• Applied and earned at the portfolio level, and for three-year Plan period
• Threshold – Minimum 75% amount of benefits/net benefits needed to earn PI
• Design – Equal to 100% of the PI pool, included in each PA’s budget
• Exemplary – Maximum 125% amount of PI, set as percentage of design

Potential PI
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The MA Performance Incentive: 
Design of the Mechanism for 2016-2018
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The MA Performance Incentive:
Example of 2016-2018 Electric PI

Performance Incentive Pool for electric PAs set at $100 million

61.5% allocated to savings component ($61.5 million)

Payout rate = $61.5m / total planned benefits

38.5% allocated to value component ($38.5 million)

Payout rate = $38.5m / total planned net benefits

2016- 2018 Energy Efficiency Performance Incentives

Derivation of Electric Targets 2016 - 2018

Residential Low Income C&I Total

Forecasted Benefits ($000) $2,206,917 $314,375 $3,307,102 $5,828,394

Savings Payout Rate 2016 - 2018 0.0105518 0.0105518 0.0105518 0.0105518 

Forecasted Savings Incentives ($000) $23,287 $3,317 $34,896 $61,500 

Forecasted Net Benefits ($000) $1,285,609 $127,045 $2,102,832 $3,515,486

Value Payout Rate 2016 - 2018 0.0109515 0.0109515 0.0109515 0.0109515 

Forecasted Value Incentives ($000) $14,079 $1,391 $23,029 $38,500

Total Performance Incentives ($000) $37,366 $4,709 $57,925 $100,000 
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 C&I share is 57.4% of total planned PI, Residential share is 37.8%, and Low-Income 
share is 4.7%

2016-2018 Planned PI - Electric

$32,924,065 $33,191,538 $33,884,398 
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DPU GUIDELINES ON 
PERFORMANCE INCENTIVES

►The Department EE Guidelines require that a 
performance incentive mechanism must:
− Be designed to encourage PAs to pursue all available cost-

effective energy efficiency
− Be designed to encourage energy efficiency programs that 

will best achieve the Commonwealth’s energy goals
− Be based on clearly defined goals and activities that can be 

sufficiently monitored, quantified, and verified after the fact
− Be available only for activities in which PAs play a distinct 

and clear role in bringing about the desired outcome
− Be as consistent as possible across all electric and gas PAs
− Avoid any perverse incentives
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PRIOR DPU REVIEW OF 
PERFORMANCE INCENTIVES

► The Department Orders on incentive models:

− Performance Metrics (D.P.U. 13-67) – Department rejected proposed 
performance metrics, stating: “In light of the fact that the Program 
Administrators are already obligated to undertake activities such as those 
targeted by the proposed metrics to satisfy the mandates of the Green 
Communities Act, and given the development of the infrastructure through 
which stakeholders can participate in program design and 
implementation, the Department concludes that performance metrics are 
no longer a necessary component of the Program Administrators’ 
performance incentive mechanisms.” D.P.U. 13-67. 

− Split Incentives by Sector – Department rejected a proposal to split 
performance incentives, stating: “A split performance incentive would not 
encourage Program Administrators to seek all available cost-effective 
savings opportunities wherever they exist, but rather may encourage 
Program Administrators to focus on only the sector in which performance 
incentives remain available. This result would be contrary to the 
requirements of the Green Communities Act and the Department’s 
Guidelines.”  D.P.U. 15-160 through D.P.U. 15-169, at 69.
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RECOMMENDED ELECTRIC GOALS 
FRAMEWORK FOR 2019-2021 PLAN
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Electric Program Goals
1. Electric savings (lifetime MWhs)
Includes CHP electric savings, excludes fuel switching
(Annual MWhs and annual MWhs as % of retail sales, for analysis and comparison across 
the PAs)

2. Energy savings all fuels (lifetime MMBTUs)
Includes Fuel switching MMBTUs, excludes CHP
(Annual MMBTUs, for analysis and comparison across the PAs)

3. MWs of Active Demand Management (ADM) including storage, 
for summer and for winter
(MWs as % of summer and winter peak demand, for analysis and comparison across the 
PAs)

Multiple EE goals to achieve multiple policy goals. All goals framed with positive emphasis.
Benefits ($) tracked in data tables and used in performance incentive mechanism.
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RECOMMENDED GAS GOALS 
FRAMEWORK FOR 2019-2021 PLAN
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Gas Program Goals
1. Gas savings (lifetime Therms)
(Annual Therms and annual Therms as % of retail sales, for analysis and comparison across 
the PAs)

2. Gas demand management for winter peak and winter resilience
(Therm savings from gas demand management in specified time periods)

Benefits ($) tracked in data tables and used in performance incentive mechanism.
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CONSULTANT RECOMMENDATION: 
PERFORMANCE INCENTIVES 2019-2021

►Consultants recommend retaining benefits 
(“savings”) and value as two of the components of 
the performance incentive mechanism

►Consultants recommend a third component be 
added to the PI mechanism
− Additional component for specific, quantifiable key 

performance incentive indicators for goals that are not 
adequately addressed in savings and value components
• Active Demand Management (e.g., summer MW, winter MW, 

amount of behind-the-meter storage)
• Fuel Switching (e.g., number of heat pumps and heat pump 

water heaters, MMBTU savings)
• Underserved Customers (e.g., % of renters served)
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Benefits Value ADM (MW) Heat Pumps Underserved



 In general, PAs are proposing to maintain existing PI mechanism for 
savings and value components

 Some minor additional tweaks being considered

 Addition of enhanced payout rate associated with benefits and net 
benefits associated with:

 1) Peak savings from active demand 

 2) MMBTUs reduced by installations of air source heat pumps 
associated with switching from unregulated fuel sources. 
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PA PROPOSAL FOR 2019-2021 
PERFORMANCE INCENTIVES



 While existing PI mechanism would incentivize all benefits and net benefits 
associated with demand and beneficial electrification efforts, PAs recognize the 
need to:
 Undertake additional efforts to increase market adoption of newer technologies, 

products, and services associated with these priorities

 Simultaneously keep focused on delivering full portfolio level savings and benefits to 
MA customers 

 Additional details on enhanced payout rate:
 Enhanced payout rate is not separate from the total portfolio earnings.  Places added 

emphasis on priorities without pre-determining or limiting maximum success

 PAs incentivized to achieve as many benefits as possible using enhanced payout 
rate in conjunction with other goals 

 Builds on successful mechanism without undoing Department precedent, keeping 
threshold and max PI levels based on overall portfolio level performance

 Fully scalable without placing caps or thresholds on individual enhanced 
components
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PA PROPOSAL:
ENHANCED PAYOUT RATE



Thank you



Appendix



 The Green Communities Act, in its directives on 
the three year statewide plans, states in Section 
21 (b)(2): 

“A plan shall include…(v) a proposed 
mechanism which provides performance 
incentives to the companies based on their 
success in meeting or exceeding the goals in 
the plan;…”
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Statutory Guidance



The DPU, in its order in DPU 08-50-A, states:

 In reviewing the performance incentive mechanism included in an energy efficiency plan, the 
Department will rely on the following principles:

 Performance incentive mechanisms should be designed to encourage distribution companies to 
pursue all available cost-effective energy efficiency.

 The amount of funds available for performance incentive mechanisms should be kept as low as 
possible, in consideration of the other principles adopted herein, in order to minimize the costs to 
electricity and gas customers.

 Performance incentive mechanisms should be designed in such a way as to encourage energy 
efficiency program designs that will best achieve the Commonwealth’s energy goals, particularly 
with regard to the goals stated in the Green Communities Act.

 Performance incentives should be based on clearly-defined goals and activities that can be 
sufficiently monitored, quantified and verified after the fact.

 Performance incentives should be available only for activities where the distribution company plays 
a distinct and clear role in bringing about the desired outcome.

 Performance incentive mechanisms should be as consistent as possible across all electric and gas 
distribution companies. Any deviations across distribution companies should be clearly justified.

 Performance incentive mechanisms should be created in such a way to avoid any perverse 
incentives.

 Any modifications to a previously approved performance incentive mechanism should be fully 
justified at the time they are proposed to the Department.
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Regulatory Guidance on PI Design


